Investigation on the effect of key water molecules on docking performance in CSARdock exercise.
Water molecules are routinely included in molecular docking methods and protocols because of their important role in mediating ligand protein interactions. However, it is still unclear that the inclusion of explicit water molecules improves docking accuracy. To explore the effect of including key water molecules on docking accuracy and performance, we participated in the CSARdock 2011 benchmark exercise. This exercise provides a valuable opportunity for researchers to test their docking programs, methods, and protocols in a blind testing environment. The benchmark exercise and its analysis presented in this paper showed that the performance of current docking programs can be improved by incorporating carefully selected water molecules. Our study showed that water mapping calculations can be used to select key water molecules from experimentally identified water positions for molecular dockings. We have observed that inclusion of all binding site water molecules led to reduced performance and erroneous results. Moreover, an overall improvement in binding pose prediction was achieved when computationally selected water molecules are included during docking simulations. The improvement in the docking performance by including water molecules also depends on protein system, chemical class of ligand, docking method, and scoring function.